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The Llŷn Marine Ecosystems Project
The Llŷn Marine Ecosystems Project is a pilot project located
on the Llŷn peninsula and is an evolution of the work of the
Pen Llŷn a’r Sarnau Special Area of Conservation (PLAS SAC).
The project developed from recommendations in a document
formulated by the Welsh Fishermen’s Association (WFA) called
‘Striking the Balance’ which proposed a method of managing
the sea to improve our understanding of the marine
environment and promote the recovery and resilience of
ecosystems without having a detrimental impact on local
fishermen and communities; an approach that would also
safeguard cultural and economic life and protect traditional
fisheries and recreational activities. The PLAS SAC and the WFA
jointly lead the project, reflecting the fact that conservation
and the fishing industry identify a need to work collaboratively
and cooperatively to achieve effective conservation and
management of the marine environment, and emphasising the
need for joint management and consultation as part of a joined
up approach.
The approach taken by the project and aspirations for the
project are supported in principle by recent legislative
developments in Wales: The Well-being of Future Generations
Act 2015, and the Environment Act 2016.
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Chapter 1 - The Cricieth Litter Project
This project was delivered as part of the Llŷn Marine
Ecosystems Project’s work programme for 2016-2018 under
funding for the Natural Resources Comparative Fund, with
additional funding from Seafish.
This community project looked at reducing the amount of litter
generated by the town and actively cleaning the beach and
surrounding area. The project focused on:
●
●
●

Monitoring marine litter
Beach cleans
Reducing litter from source

From the initial introduction to the Town Council, school
presentations, to interacting and sharing good practice on
social media, the local community has been a core element of
the work from the onset. The project aimed towards creating
a self-sustainable community-focused campaign driving
towards a local answer to the issue of marine litter.
Following the experiences, and the gathering of expertise and
knowledge this work presented, the Llŷn Marine Ecosystems
project has developed this project toolkit, offering a
systematic guide for imitating the work undertaken. This
legacy is available to any group or area with the desire to
develop a similar project: eliminating duplication and sharing
best practice.
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Chapter 2 - Monitoring
The Marine Conservation Society’s (MCS) Beachwatch
methodology was used for the monitoring: a national beach
cleaning and litter-surveying programme that has been in
place for over 20 years. A survey area was introduced on
Morannedd beach, Cricieth (SH511379), and regular
monitoring has taken place, together with actively cleaning a
large amount of litter from local beaches. Below are the steps
the Llŷn Marine Ecosystems Project took in order to carry out
the work:
STEP 1
Contact Stakeholders
The support of the local community and the community of
interest has been essential for the success of the Cricieth Litter
Project. The first step was to contact the Town Council to gain
support and backing and the Project Officer presented initial
project ideas in a meeting. With the full support of the Council,
the work could commence and the councillors were
exceptionally helpful in getting the ball rolling. Efforts were
concentrated on contacting people of interest and previous
attendees to any beach clean or similar event in the area.
STEP 2

Familiarise with the MCS Beatchwatch Beach
clean organiser guide
Below is summary guide on how to organise a beach clean
survey (full guide available at: www.mcsuk.org/beachwatch).
●
Find a beach and register with Beachwatch to run an
event there. The Llŷn Marine Ecosystems Project
purchased signs and placed them to mark the surveying
area, after granting permission by the landowner.
●
Check the tide times at your chosen beach - best to plan
an event for 2 hours or more after high tide, and not on
an incoming tide. Use the tides to pick a date and time for
your event.
●
Contact the beach owner (often the local council, and if
not they can usually help) to get permission to hold your
beach clean and survey on their land.
●
While you're on the phone, find out who's responsible for
collecting rubbish from the beach, and talk to them about
where to leave all the extra rubbish you'll have collected.
You can also ask if they have any equipment you can
borrow. To help you with the equipment you may need,
the Helping Hands Company have offered you a discount
of their products.
●
Do a risk assessment for your beach. Visit the beach again
shortly before the event to make sure it's all up to date.
●
Now you can get advertising!
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STEP 3
Promotion
To gain public support and to raise awareness information
about the project was publicised through numerous press
releases and via the project’s social media channels (see Tool
1 in Chapter 5 – Useful Tools, for a digital poster used to
promote a survey/beach clean).
STEP 4
Organise tea and coffee after the survey
Everyone enjoys a cup of hot tea or coffee after putting in
some work. Dylan’s Restaurant in Cricieth were kind enough to
offer a hot drink and a cake to all volunteers after each
clean/survey. This generosity has been a huge factor in getting
the volunteers back for the next survey.
STEP 5
●

Gather all you need for the event
Volunteer survey forms and Beach litter ID guides.
These are forms you’ll need to take. The Llŷn Marine
Ecosystems Project translated the forms needed (see Tool 2
in Chapter 5 for Welsh copies of the forms). English versions
can all be found online under ‘Organiser Resources’ on the
panel on the right hand side when logged in to the
Beatchwatch page.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

First aid kit – Similar to the one you may have in the
back of your car. Let people know you have one – but
they can administer themselves as you don’t need to
be a trained first-aider.
Bucket – To collect sharp objects that will likely cut
through a bin liner like glass and metal.
Sharps box – For needles and syringes – you can buy for
a few £s online or the beach owner may have some.
A small container – To collect cigarettes butts in if you
are recycling them. A recycled food container from
home would be just the job!
A big roll of bin liners – The heavy duty ones from a DIY
store are ideal. If you are recycling rigid plastics, one
colour for recycling and one for everything else works
well.
Litter pickers – The beach owner – especially if it’s a
council - may have equipment you can borrow.
Alternatively, visit the MCS online shop
www.mcsuk.org/shop now to get a great discount on
beach clean equipment from The Helping Hand
Company, who will also make a donation to MCS for
each item sold.
Gloves – (if volunteers aren’t using a litter picker) The
beach owner may have some for loan, or gardening
gloves will do.
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●

●

●

Clipboards and pens – Again the beach owner may
have some you can borrow but they’re pretty cheap to
buy if you want to start your own stash.
Weighing scales – You can pick up a small set of scales
(the ones with a hook make it easy to hang the rubbish
bags from) quite cheaply online. Search for a spring
hanging balance (sometimes called a Newton meter) or
a luggage / travel scale.
Wear appropriate clothing – Sturdy footwear is a must
and outer clothing to suit the British weather. Pack
sunscreen if the weather looks like being good and a
reusable water bottle!

STEP 6
Data Analyse
The Project Officer inputted the data via the Beachwatch page
and also generated two tables for the end of project report
(see Tool 3 of Chapter 5 – Useful Tools, for data analysis
tables).
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Chapter 3 - #2minutebeachclean
In addition to the surveys and beach cleans, Cricieth Town
Council and the project’s volunteers were eager to put in place
an initiative that would encouraging members of the public to
spend a few minutes to remove litter of the beach, in a
practical and easy way. Following discussions with Dylan’s, a
local restaurant, a #2minutebeachclean station was purchased
and placed on the beach.
The #2minutebeachclean stations are a-frame boards with an
outer holder for litter pickers and an integrated holder for
carrier bags. Users take a litter picker and a bag, fill it up with
litter for 2 minutes or more and dispose of the litter in nearby
bins or recycling points. Carrier bags are to be placed back into
the holder ready for the next user
The #2minutebeachclean indicative is run by The Beach Clean
Network Limited, a not for profit organisation that was set up
in 2009 by Martin Dorey and Tab Parry to encourage beach
cleaning. The idea was conceived as a way of making it easier
for the public to clean beaches, even if only for two minutes,
then to post picture on social media using the
#2minutebeachclean hashtag, showing good practice. The first
station was placed at Crooklets beach in Bude, north Cornwall
in September 2014. The movement has grown enormously
since then with over 200 beach clean stations placed across
the UK and Ireland, with Cricieth being the first in North Wales.
Thousands of people all over the globe have used the hashtag
for their beach cleaning activities.
Who can buy a board? If you are beachside cafe, restaurant or
pub, a surf school or a local business near to the beach and
there are bins and/or recycling nearby to your location you can
buy a board. If you are a local council, large organisation, or a
business further inland, you can buy boards then find suitable
beach side ‘Guardians’ to take care of the board.
What are Guardians? You as owners, or your allocated
‘Guardian’ must ensure that the board is put out and taken in
each evening. Weather conditions must be assessed before it
is put out and bags and litter pickers are to be stocked up at all
times. It cannot be put out in strong winds. For Cricieth,
Dylan’s resturant agreed to take responsibility for putting the
board out, weather permitting, and taking it back inside each
evening, as well as ensuring bags and litter pickers are stocked
up.
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What are the costs? Each board costs £350 plus VAT. The
design fee is £100 (this can increase depending on your
requirements). Delivery is totally free. Once delivered, your
new board/s will be promoted via the #2minutebeachclean’s
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram accounts (see Tool 4 of
Chapter 5 – Useful Tools, for Welsh and English designs).
Contact Information
Phone: Martin Dorey 01288 354399
Email Martin: martin@copymonkey.biz
Email Nicky: (board & shop
enquiries) beachcleanshop@gmail.com
Email Dolly: (social media) 2minutebeachclean@gmail.com
Please visit https://www.beachclean.net/ for more
information on the boards
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Chapter 4 - The Last Straw
The Beachwatch surveys highlighted the amount of litter, and
in particular what type of litter is washed up on Morannedd
beach, regularly. As the date highlights, the most numerous
material recorded and collected by far, was plastic.
Meetings were held with various groups and organisations
such as NRW, Keep Wales Tidy, North Wales Wild Life Trust,
and the Marine Conservation Society to ensure a partnership
approach. In the context of reducing litter from source, the
following ideas were raised in the initial meetings between
local business, Town Council, partners and volunteers.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Reducing packaging
Biodegradable packaging
The Last Straw Campaign
Water Fountain
Deposit Schemes
Plastic Taxation

Research was carried out into Biodegradable packaging and
discussions took place between the Project Officer and Selina
Lloyd (Allports Chip Shop, Pwllheli), and Danny White-Meir
(Enochs Chip Shop, Llandudno), both businesses have switched
to biodegradable packaging (see Tool 5 of Chapter 5 – Useful
Tools, for examples of the biodegradable products available).
Samples were shown to the chip shops in Cricieth and prices
presented. Unfortunately, both businesses felt the increase in
prize compared to non-biodegradable was too great. As a
result, the volunteers felt it would be more effective to peruse
with the Last Straw campaign.
Discussions took place between local business and the
project’s volunteers to develop campaign that would not only
raise awareness about these findings, but to change
behaviours. The Last Straw campaign was launched, targeting
business and encouraging them to stop using single use plastic
straws, or to switch to biodegradable ones. A branding scheme
was developed and the project produced window stickers to
be displayed on participating establishments (see Tool 6 of
Chapter 5 – Useful Tools, for campaign logo). After a
combination of restaurants, cafes and pubs approached, and
business approaching the Project Officer from outside of the
Cricieth area, the following business are now involved.
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Caffi’r Cwrt, Cricieth
Lion Hotel, Cricieth
Bryn Hir Arms, Cricieth
Caffi 46, Cricieth
Poachers Resturants, Cricieth
Tir a Môr, Cricieth
Tea Room, Cricieth
Dylan’s Cricieth
Dylan’s Porthaethwy
Dylan’s Llandudno
Coconut Kitchen, Abersoch
Tŷ Newydd Aberdaron
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